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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to peer into the future of loyalty marketing and to offer marketers clear steps on how to shift focus and adapt to
the coming consumer trends.
Design/methodology/approach – COLLOQUY delved into its years of loyalty marketing research and experience to pull out three top trends believed
to take hold by 2030. COLLOQUY’s views are supported by statistical background from Goldman Sachs, the US Department of Economic and Social
Affairs and demographers.
Findings – Five over-riding forces are creating a shift in future loyalty trends: an aging population; a burgeoning middle class; increasing extremes of
wealth; more boom-and-bust cycles; and technology advances towards the seamless, instant and personal. Because of these forces, three new trends
have emerged: the next new normal; the new “I-network”; and the new marketing reality.
Practical implications – This case study offers marketers not only a look into the future of loyalty marketing, but also tips on how to embrace the new
trends, including: what you can do now to meet the next new normal – start to test householding options. If households are dealing with multiple
generations of parents, grandparents and kids, and the new localism in which the community is vitally important to customers comes to the fore,
marketers must figure out how customers can pull their resources across their families, their friends, their networks and their communities to enjoy
things relevant to all or most of them. Examples might include redeeming for event resources to host their local high school reunion, or for activities and
resources to help a local community center, or simply letting the extended family get away for a ski trip. This needs to be tested now so that it can be
determined how people engage, what is relevant, and how to start to prepare.
Originality/value – The paper provides insight on future trends and exclusive tips on how to adapt marketing strategy to thrive in 2030.
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After looking at the past and present in celebration of its 20th

anniversary, COLLOQUY now looks to the future – at the

long-range trends and forces that will shape tomorrow’s

business environment and revolutionize customer loyalty.

Now that you are back from your lunar vacation, I will wait

until you have properly stored the personal commuter jet pack

that flew you into work today before beginning my look into

the future of loyalty.

Some of you may remember such now-laughable forecasts

from that long-ago twentieth century. Predicting the future

two decades from now is, frankly, a mission impossible. So,

COLLOQUY is not keen to play in the domain of futurists.

However, as we celebrate our 20th anniversary, we do want

to take the opportunity to look into the future and offer our

thoughts on what lies ahead. In fact, as we have reflected upon

the long-range trends that are starting to take shape today, we

believe there are three that will become vitally important as we

try to cultivate loyalty with our customers. We have

summarized these three trends – and, more important –

offer specific steps your company can take now to begin the

loyalty odyssey of the future.

Before we dive into the trends, however, it is essential that

we address some of the five over-riding forces that are creating

these movements in the first place. These overall shifts are

fostering greater uncertainty, change and turbulence in the

US and around the world, setting the stage for a global shake-

up for businesses and customers alike.

An aging population

Experts agree that as we hurtle towards the mid-twenty-first

century, we will face a rapidly aging population throughout

the world. Today, the percentage of people in the US over 60

is about 18 percent, according to a 2009 study from the

United Nations Population Division of the Department of

Economic and Social Affairs. In China, that number is 12

percent. But, in 2030, the make-up of old versus young will

look radically different. Over 30 percent of the population of

countries such as Canada, Russia, China and most of Europe

will be over 60. In the US, this shift won’t be quite as

dramatic – by 2050, about 27 percent of our population will

be 60 and over. But Japan will grapple with a whopping 44

percent of their 60-plus population in the coming decades.

This graying of much of the world will dramatically affect

everything impacting the US and other developed countries,

from economics and education, to politics, social issues and
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the environment. A 2008 report from the Center for Strategic

and International Studies’ Global Aging Initiative maintains

that the trend towards global aging is “a fundamental

demographic shift with no parallel in the history of humanity

. . . the transformation will have sweeping economic, social,

and political consequences.”

A burgeoning middle class

Recent research by Goldman Sachs, called “The expanding

middle,” indicates an “unprecedented explosion” in the

middle class around the world, driven in large part by the

growth in BRIC countries such as India and China, where the

middle-income group will soon represent nearly two-thirds of

the world’s population. China’s middle class alone is expected

to reach 650 million by 2030. And overall, the World Bank

predicts a surge in this group’s size globally from 440 million

to 1.2 billion by 2030. This boom in emerging countries like

China and India will drive a corresponding jump in

consumption and increasing demands and stresses on vital

natural resources that have to go where this burgeoning

economic sector is located. So, there will be more demands

for services and more demands for infrastructure in other

areas of the globe. According to the Goldman Sachs study,

the overall range of shifts and changing due to the rise of the

middle class “may well drive a . . . broad range of economic,

social and political pressures on a scale not seen since the

formation of the developed country middle classes in the

second half of the ninteenth Century.”

Increasing extremes of wealth

As the middle class increases so that more people become

incrementally wealthier, the population of the poor will shrink

– by about 23 percent, according to the World Bank. But – 63

percent of the globe’s population will still occupy this dire

category. And, the World Bank suggests that the poor will be

even relatively poorer than before, just as the middle class and

wealthy are getting wealthier. According to a report by the

National Intelligence Council, Global Trends 2025, this

divergence is a “dark side to the global middle class coin.”

More boom-and-bust cycles

In some cases, with the world’s burgeoning middle class as

well as a generally shifting world population, excessive

liquidity will flow into the market, creating boom-and-bust

cycles at an increasing rate – due to an increasingly

interconnected globalized economy. According to Global

Trends 2025, “increased US debt and the refusal of emerging

markets to allow currency appreciation despite booming

economies, has created a mutually supporting, albeit

ultimately unsustainable cycle of imbalances.”

When you also consider factors such as other industrialized

countries’ debt ratios as a percent of their output (Gross

Domestic Product or GDP) – which has rapidly increased

over the past few decades – more economic turbulence and

less certainty for our customers will be the norm in 2030. By

way of three examples, the ratio of debt to GDP in the US will

rise from 71 percent in 2008 to 111 percent in 2015; ratios of

the UK will rise from 52 to 84 percent and of Japan from 195

to 249 percent during the same time period.

Technology advances towards the seamless,
instant and personal

It seems like every day debuts a new technological tool that

makes shopping more seamless, connections to others even

faster, and the social experience even more personal – from

the iPhone to Twitter to Foursquare. That pace will only

quicken over the next two decades, creating an environment

that will be challenging for businesses to keep up with in

terms of connecting to their customers. “Users’ expectations

for control over their media will increase,” says the Future

Exploration Network’s 2008 Future of Media Report. “Abuse

of personalized advertising will create a backlash. Some will

opt-out, and others will opt-in if sufficient value is created.”

After all, this is a fragmented environment that mimics the

fragmentation of media – from three major TV networks to

the splintering into smaller viewerships across hundreds of

cable channels, for example. As this comes to pass, the future

environment promises to be less of “How do I get my

customers to opt-in?” and more of “How do I entice my

customers to ‘friend’ me?”

Trends shaping tomorrow’s world

The current global recession, shifting populations and

technological advances we have experienced over the past

two years offer just a beginning taste of how the above five

factors will strongly influence future trends. On the following

pages are the “big three” trends that we believe will take us

into the mid-twenty-first century.

The next new normal

Given the above driving factors, there is little doubt that a

decade or two from now, we will be serving customers who

are not just time-starved as they are today, but “uber”-time

starved. Consumers will deal with not only an uncertain

environment but also one that is “uber”-turbulent. And

consumers will be living and working in a way that is “uber”-

local.

But, it will all seem normal. The next new normal, that is.

For example, not only will we consider the above-

mentioned overriding forces, from an aging population to

increasing extremes of wealth, as normal, but also we will find

that the norm for households will become multi-generational.

And demographers such as Joel Kotkin, author of The Next

Hundred Million: America in 2050, predict that even if

particular homes will not house multiple generations,

customers will start to live more localized and keep their

parents and grandparents closer to their communities. It will

also be the norm to be of a “minority” ethnic group – Kotkin

says that by 2039, due largely to immigrants and their

offspring, the majority of working-age Americans will be

“minorities.”

Kotkin also suggests we will also have what he calls a “new

localism” take hold that puts a real focus on the community

around the suburban center. Because of our ability to

communicate with one another virtually any way and
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anywhere we want, the prediction is that we will have less

commuting; much of the population will centralize their

residences and workplaces.

If the new localism becomes the norm, businesses must

figure out how to customize and engage at the local

community level. And engagement will involve more than

only messaging, but also product, prices and all the things

that are relevant to individual communities. “After all,” says

Kotkin, “it will seem quite ridiculous to customers in Seattle

to see frozen salmon flown in from the Atlantic at the big box

retailer down the street. The new localism era will be one in

which customers simply won’t tolerate such incoherence.”

So, your best customers tomorrow will be even more time-

starved than we can conceive of today. We all know the

stresses we have on our time today, but the problem is only

going to compound as people try to juggle career, leisure

activities, care for multiple family generations, their own self-

development, and their own interest in the community.

Turbulence in the environment and the rapid change of the

sources of economic strength coming from a global

perspective means people will be less trusting of corporate

messages. So, we have been talking about the need for

authenticity – and the customers’ instincts on authenticity in

the next new normal will be highly honed.

What you can do now to meet the next new normal
Start to test householding options

If households are dealing with multiple generations of parents,

grandparents and kids, and the new localism in which the

community is vitally important to our customers comes to the

fore, marketers must figure out how customers can pull their

resources across their families, their friends, their networks

and their communities to enjoy things relevant to all or most

of them. Examples might include redeeming for event

resources to host their local high school reunion, or for

activities and resources to help a local community center, or

simply letting the extended family get away for a ski trip. Start

testing this now so you can learn how people engage, what is

relevant, and how to start to prepare.

Establish the infrastructure and process to push control down to
store level

Some retailers already have the ability to allow store or district

managers to customize messages as needed. For others, the

infrastructure and process must be put in place. Tomorrow,

we may need to customize the kinds of products we carry in a

local community if we want customers to come to our

corporate store and not the local competitor that pops up. So,

we must be able to tailor product, pricing and store layouts to

these communities. The least we can do today is enable our

store managers and district managers to react when they see

the need for a particular promotion, or to target their

messages to the shifting ethnic and demographic makeup of

the community they serve.

The New “I-network”

Over the next two decades, customers will take it completely

for granted that, thanks to ever-more-fragmented technology

platforms, companies must deal with them on their terms.

Communications and engagements must be on demand,

engaging and entertaining, and personalized to match their

communications capabilities, while enabling them to network

with the people most important to them. This trend is taking

hold today, but it will be table stakes tomorrow.

For example, do you think grappling with Facebook and

LinkedIn and Twitter is overwhelming today? If media

consumption is already fragmenting, imagine if we start to see

even further fragmentation within those fragmented networks.

And layering in the same multitude of preferred

communications technologies over the next two decades will

mean more niche personalization for customers – and a

super-sized challenge for marketers.

Another way of thinking about this can be summed up with

an acronym, AC/DC – access/connect and device/content.

What we mean by that is consumers can access their network

anywhere, with the ability to connect everyone, but the device

may be anything and the content will be everything. With the

New I-network, consumers will start to take hold of their

ability to connect with their community and form their own

networks, which will focus totally on them. The concentration

will be on “my” network, “my” priorities, on “my” terms. We

must develop that concentration to ensure that we are not

banished to the outside of the I-network taking hold.

Of course, we do not know what form the devices that allow

consumers to engage in the New I-network will take –

whether a Star Trek-like communicator, a computer chip

imbedded in the wrist, the iris-recognition system portrayed

in the film Minority Report, or something else entirely.

According to the World Future Society’s Top 10 Predictions

for 2030, nano-implants will become widespread, where all

conversation will be seamless, recordable and recoverable.

Obviously, we cannot really predict whether that will really

happen. But the point is that as the device becomes more

intimate and personal, like something in your retina or a chip

in your wrist, or even if it is a device we still carry in our hand,

we will move to new heights of challenges in terms of opt-in.

At that point, we must think not only about how to enroll

customers, but also about how to establish their willingness to

invite us into that network and allow us access to that device

so we can connect with them, identify them, track their

behavior and reward them. In that topsy-turvy environment of

the future, even the terminology of “enrollment” and “opt-in”

will be passé. Again, the whole idea of connecting with our

customers and getting them to connect with us will look more

like “friending” than it does enrollment and opt-in.

We know that how customers deal with the new reality and

connect in the future will change. The good news is that the

underlying needs of customers will still hold true. And

nobody is better suited to understand those needs than those

in the loyalty industry: The need for safety, the need for

reassurance and trust in the relationships they have with each

other and businesses they work with, and the need for

connection and bonding. We must create the customers’

ability to feel like they belong to something in their

relationships, not only with individuals, but again, with the

companies they conduct business with.

The other piece of good news is that the drivers of loyalty

will still hold true: the need to identify who our customers are

even if they are identifying themselves to us; the need to

provide meaningful value propositions to those customers so
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that they want to include us in their network; the need to have

relevant and effective communication through whatever

devices they use – these will all be key.

Of course, we cannot forget that we still must be able to

derive insights from the data to shape the communications

and customization that will be expected of us.

What you can do now to take advantage of what

COLLOQUY calls the New “I-network”:
Shift from the idea of “value proposition” to your brand’s
“compelling cause”

It is essential to break through to customers on their terms

but in a way that is authentic about your brand – what you

really stand for. We must think about how we can move

beyond just transactional information and even demographic

data to understand what causes are important to our

customers. Today is the time to start testing ways to

motivate customer willingness to reveal their personal causes

and passions, so we can speak to them on those terms.

Test and learn from today’s opt-in dilemmas

If you think it is hard to get customers to opt in to e-mail or

mobile communications today, imagine how hard it will be in

dozens of new formats – even something as seemingly wild as

a chip in a customer’s wrist. Companies must attack the opt-

in dilemma and figure out how to crack the code to gain

permission to connect with customers on these new emerging

devices on a scale that can drive the growth of your business.

The best approach? Devise a comprehensive action plan to

connect with young adults. The best timing? Start it today.

The new marketing reality

The new reality in the world of marketing will be the growth

of consumer power – which will expand and multiply to the

power of 10. A decade or so from now, the abundant

commodity will be marketers – who will all vie for the scarce

commodity, a customer’s time and attention. Where the

emerging Web 3.0 of today is already upon us, with devices

and tools that allow consumers to take advantage of the power

they already have, we may find that the future’s “Web 10.0”

will allow consumers to seamlessly unite and really set their

terms for transacting with us.

There are already glimmers of the new marketing reality

today. Take the Chicago-based web-based company Groupon,

which launched in November 2008 with a unique idea: offer

daily deals and discounts on popular local goods, services and

events through a free daily e-mail to thousands of subscribers;

let consumers pass them on to friends and family through e-

mail or social networks; but activate the deals only when a

minimum number of people agree to buy.

By requiring enough critical mass of other consumers to

say, “This is an offer I want to jump on board with,” Groupon

allows the whole idea of the I-network to blossom –

customers can seamlessly unite on the web and pool their

collective bargaining power for a hyper-local deal. “We want

to do for local e-commerce what Amazon did for normal

consumer goods,” Groupon CEO Andrew Mason recently

told Forbes.

When we think about the new marketing reality, we must

prepare for a time when a critical mass of our customers may

set the terms of engagement. “If you want my time and

attention,” they will insist, “this is what it’s going to take for

you to break through.”

What you can do now to prepare for the new marketing

reality
Help your teams shift their thinking from marketing to magnet

The I-network will be one where we must attract customers to

us in a different way, where we think about what themes of

rewards and recognition will speak more directly to the

customer’s desire to grow, to learn, and to self-actualize.

Begin working with your agency now to break through in new

ways. Once the device of choice is even more intimate and

personal, it will be imperative that messages are short, fast-

hitting – and entertaining enough that customers will actually

want to connect with them.

Redefine the terms of cross-company partnerships – with a test and
learn approach

With today’s ubiquitous partnerships in the merchant-funded

network model, for example, customers can obtain the same

offer through virtually every channel. That endless replication

is simply not a sustainable business model. Instead, our

thinking must shift to how we can make meaningful,

sustainable and exclusive partnerships work. Exploring and

testing sustainable approaches to partnering today will ensure

we are positioned to address our customers’ needs with

holistic solutions – created from a network of corporate

partners – to connect with the customer in a new way.

Think about how you can evaluate platforms that understand the
customer will be in control

What can you put in place today to enable you to hear your

customers effectively? A first quick step is to get the right

baseline metrics in place. Instead of thinking about “views”

and “hits,” “connections” should be the new core metric.

And, plan now for what organizational re-alignments will be

necessary in order to act upon what they say in real time.

Shifts in thinking today, marketing success tomorrow

The long-range trends discussed above predict a future that

can seem overwhelming with its quick pace, turbulent changes

and increased competition for consumer attention and share

of wallet. However, it is a future that marketers will have to

work diligently to keep pace with, including addressing each

of these issues now. Whether we speak of the global

movements of the next new normal, the technology

fragmentation of the New I-network or the rising consumer

power at the heart of the new marketing reality, it is clear that

it is a shift in the thinking of marketers today that will make a

difference in the world of business tomorrow.

That shift in thinking will impact more than changes in your

program’s value proposition and offers. Instead – it will mean

a fundamental shift in the way the entire enterprise works and

relates both internally and in building customer relationships

and loyalty. The days of creating programs for our customers

is already vanishing into the past. The reality we will be

dealing with is the experience that we want to create with our

customers to make sure their needs are anticipated,

understood and met – in their time frame, in the way they

want to be connected with, within the framework of the

marketing environment and world of tomorrow.
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